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Kdka news anchor's died

Grandpa Educates is a method, based on entertainment and fun, to teach and learn by playing. A school support instruction, both to learn and to review the subjects that present the most difficulties for children, maths and language mainly, although we will also discuss others such as geography and English. With games and simple
lessons we will help children improve their vocabulary and calculation skills, which is a fundamental basis for easily assimilating new knowledge. Classes and games are classified into several subjects: maths, language, geography and English. Simple games and short lessons in which you will learn the numbers and the main
mathematical operations, as well as the decimal metric system. Practical numbers let's write down numbers. Roman numeralsThe numbers used by the Romans. Add the sumpractice. Subtract the rest. Multiply multiplication tables. Division of Divided Practice. ProblemsLearn how to solve problems of adding, subtracting, multiplying and
dividing. Fractions We will learn the Fractions and we will operate with them. PowerCalculate the power of a number. MeasuresLearn the decimal metric system. Mental Calculation Mental CalculusStegias. Criteria of divisibility of divisibility, factorization, MCD and MCM. GeometryIngulos, Triangles, Polygons, Circles and Polyhedros.
DeterminantsLearn how to solve determinants and systems of equations. Variations of learning combinatorially, permutations and combinations. Language games to increase vocabulary and avoid spelling missteps. Games to learn and review geography. Games to learn and review English. Today children spend many hours in front of
computers, consoles and video games. In this post we will try that in addition to having fun you can take advantage of that learning time easily, almost without realizing it. All our games have a system of scoring tries and failures to motivate the child to reduce their mistakes in each game. Grandpa educates entertains children with fun
games made by grandfather for their children and grandchildren. And now we share them with you all, because maybe they can be of use to you. Select the topic you want to review from the menu on the left. Learning English phrases is a good practice to learn English. Learn short sentences, the meaning of which we know are correct,
and which are commonly used. To learn the numbers in English you only need to know the top 20; then the other tens (from 30 to 90) and finally, as it is called one hundred, one thousand and one million. Tables show the most important cardinal numbers, as written in English and figurative pronunciation. Tap on English numbers listen to
how the English number is pronouncedSy reads 1One/ uan / 2Two/ you / 3Three/ zrii / 4Four/ foa* / 5Five/ faiv / 6Six/ six / 7 Sevn / 8Eight/ éit / 9Nine/ náin / 10Ten/ ten / English numberSose reads 11Eleven/ ilevn / 12Twelve/ tuelv / 13Thirteen/ zertin / 14Fourteen/ fortín / 15Fifteen/ fifty / 16Sixteen/ sixtiin / 17Seventeen/ sevntiin /
18Eighteen/ eitiin / 19Nineteen/ naintiin / 20Twenty/ tuenti / The other dozens are formed by adding the ty particle to the dozens digit. If the number has units, we add them after dozens. Dozens - You have English number Read 21Twenty one/ tuénti uán / 30Thirty/ zérti / 32Thirty two/ zérti tu / 40Forty/ forti / 43Forty three/ fórti zrii / 50Fifty/
fífti / 54Fifty four/fifti foa* / NumberInSe read 60ixty/ sixti / 65Sixty five/ sixti faiv / 70Seventy/ sevnti / 72Seventy two/ sevnti you / 85Eighty five/ éiti faiv / 90Ninety/ náinti / 93Ninety three/ náinti zrii / For the hundreds we add the word one hundred to the digit of the hundreds. Hundreds of numbersEnglésSe reads 100One hundred/ uan
hándred / 200Two hundred/ you handed / 300Three hundred/ zrii hándred / 400Four hundred/ foa* hándred / For the thousands we add the word thousand to the digit of thousands. Thousands - Thousands of English numbers Read 1 000One thousand/ uan zausnd / 5 000Five thousand/ faiv zausnd / 7 000Seven thousand/ sevn zausnd /
9 000Nine thousand / nain zausnd / For the millions we add the word millions to the digit of millions. Millions - Millions English NumberSe reads 1 000 000One million / uan mílion / 3 000 000Three / zrii mílion / 5 000 000Five million / faiv mílion / 9 000 000Nine millions / náin mílion / All other numbers consist of a combination of the For the
formation of them we link, with the word and, the tens and units (when there are) to the hundreds, thousands or millions. Examples - Catalan examples Number 314There are 100% fourteen 845Eight one hundred and forty-five 7 293In a thousand two hundred and ninety three 950 610Nine one hundred and fifty thousand six hundred and
ten 2 312 145These three hundred and twelve billion forty-five Video of Learning the numbers Learn how they are written and pronounced in English in general, easier than in Spanish. Their conjugation is simpler because only the third person of the singular varies and, moreover, they only have two simple times. Go see these differences.
In the conjugation of verbs all people have the same shape, only changes the 3rd person singular of the Present Simple, in which a s is added. Example with the verb Food: I eat, Eat, Eat, Eat, Eat, Eat, Eat, Eat Exceptions are the verb Being that a special conjugation, and the third person of the singular of the verb present Have. English
verbs have only two simple times: Present Simple that is formed by removing particle A to Infinitive and adding an s in the third singular person. Simple past that forms, in regular verbs, adding the _ed the Present. (The future is a compound time). Example with the verb Wait: Present Simple I hope, wait, wait, wait, wait, waited, expected,
expected, expected, expected, waited to combine verbs is very important to know the personal pronouns in English, which are also simpler than in Spanish, because they only differentiate genders in third person singular. By clicking on the pronouns in English you can hear their pronunciation SpanishINGSE reads YoI/ ai / TúYou/ yu /
HeHe/ ji / EllaShe/ chi: / ElloIt/ it / We-asWe/ gui / Vosotros-asYou/ yu / They-asThey/ dei / In the conjugation of auxiliary verbs To be and have, the negative form is constructed by adding the non-particle to the verb, and the interrogative form that changes the order, rather than Subject + Verb, put Verb + Theme? . I am (I am) - I'm not (I'm
not) - Am it me? (Is it me?) The negative and questioning forms of the other verbs are constructed using help C. For the negative form of Present Simple is used not for all people except the 3rd of the singular one you use does not. Theme + no or no + Verb in present Do not wait, do not wait, do not wait, do not wait, do not expect Theme
+ no or no + Verb currently does not wait, she does not expect, does not wait, does not wait for the negative way that the simple past is used not for everyone. Theme + did not or did not + Verb in presentI did not wait, did not wait, we did not expect, they did not wait In the interrogative form of the Present Simple prepares Do in all people,
except in the 3rd of the singular that is predefined Fa. Do + Topic + Verb today? I hope?, are you waiting?, hopefully?, they expect? + Theme + Present verb? Wait?, wait?, wait? In the interrogative way of the simple past, Did stands in front of all people. + Theme + Present verb? I waited?, did you wait?, waited?, we waited? Grandpa
Educates is a practical didactic method, based on entertainment and fun, to teach and learn by playing. A school support instruction, both to learn and to review the subjects that present the most difficulties for children, maths and language mainly, although we will also discuss others such as geography and English. Through games and
simple lessons, we will help children to strengthen their knowledge, thus improving and mental calculation. A good foundation is essential for them to easily assimilate new knowledge. The games are classified into several subjects that we will learn as mathematics, languages, geography and English. Click here to access the practice link
on page 2 in this laboratory with simple electrical circuits consisting of generators, receivers, maneuvering and control elements, protective elements. Click here to access the laboratory Grandpa Educates is a practical method of teaching, based on entertainment and fun, to teach and learn by playing. A school support instruction, both to
learn and to review the subjects that present the most difficulties for children, maths and language mainly, although we will also discuss others such as geography and English. Through games and simple lessons, we will help children to strengthen their knowledge, thus improving their vocabulary and mental calculus. Mathematics,
language, geography and English are the subjects learned on this educational page. The proposal of a different educational method that through games and didactic exercises aims to improve the knowledge of the students and establish basic concepts in the main asignaturas. All educational applications have an evaluation method that
counts mistakes and achievements to motivate the child. For more educational resources and teaching materials see the resource base of our community Didactalia: quality teaching material Publication date: 21.12.2009 The original license of the resource is respected. Resource.
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